The bionomic of road users: a new perspective of individual mobility approach
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Abstract. Mostly, transport studies are centered on the factors of transportation rather than human movements. In a similar vein, communication technology revolution influence to people mobility. The performance of traffic pattern does not tend to deliver utmost needs of people mobility, because less attention of the substance of inhabitant movements. The importance of bionomic patterns of road users is based on the fact that behavior approach and adaptation will create pattern of people mobility. The aim of this research is to determine whether they adapt to nearby environment or not. Taking this, variables surveyed are individual attribute, time, duration, location, vehicle, communication to transport and purpose of trips. Investigation is conducted by providing questionnaire. The main result of this study are that the bionomic pattern of road users of selected population shows that they prefer to use simple mode vehicle to transport such as motor bike and walking. Moreover, these choices are preferred to be taken as a response to higher dense of traffic population and worsen road network system. It would be wise for planning if it considers potential effect not only to traffic but also regular road users need including goods supply, proper access and facilities for unmotorized vehicle.

1. Introduction

Mobility has been facing new challenges even when most of cities are still grow and technology is surely rounding into rapid-continuous advancement [1], [2], [3]. Indeed, individual movements are being more random in time and more countless destinations [4]. Also, albeit the slogan of reducing energy consumption and pollution has declared in many countries by generating sustainable transport, the quality of mobility of persons or groups in road networks of towns is obviously far from environmentally sound [5].

Then again, most of transport studies are focused on the elements of transportation rather than “something” substance that create human movements such as traffic [6], city planning [7] and computer modelling [8], [9], [10]. In line with this, global development in communication technology obviously gives a new role to people mobility [11], [12], [13], [14] Since then, this transformation has produced mobility which is more casual and faster [15].

Nevertheless, road, which was intended to connect various hierarchy of needs, has become a kind of disaster instead of supporting it, [16], [17], [18], [19], [20].
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Source: [40]
Fig. 1. The concept of bionomic due to this study

Back an argument to bionomic, this idea responds to reality that today’s human mobility is more random and technology-oriented as depicted in Figure 2 [21]. It illustrates something like transformation of networks planning from setting distance to computer modelling. In addition, higher growth vehicle population in most of global cities has given impact on more complex traffic disruption, increasing pollution dan rising delay [22], [14], [12]. Thus, this occurrence should be anticipated using appropriate planning approach for better future environment [23]. Subjects linked to transportation are more individuals and more various [24]. So, behavior of
road users, which is defined as a result of adaptation to environment, is obviously in line to be investigated deeper.

2. Research Problem

Nowadays, the performance of traffic pattern does not tend to deliver utmost needs of people mobility [25], [26]. This perhaps occur because less attention of the substance of inhabitant movements such as the bionomic of road users. In addition, this phenomenon may also happen as the presence of the gap between transportation required by society and the existence of infrastructure [27] (Irawati, et al., 2012).

Therefore, the importance of bionomic patterns of road users is based on the fact that behavior approach and adaptation will create something like core pattern of people mobility [28], [29]. Figure 1 displays the idea of bionomic approach for road users which is purposed in this study. This is initiated by the actual circumstance that most of road users hope for better infrastructure and road networks despite there is a gap between existing infrastructure and various individual behavior [28]. The interaction among the three elements of these will produce adaptation as a respond to them.

The main aim of this survey is delivering questions to determine whether they adapt to nearby environment or not. Taking this, variables surveyed are individual attribute, time, duration, location, vehicle, communication to transport and purpose of trips. Investigation is conducted by providing questionnaire.

3. Research Methods

Selected residents to be studied is population who stay in Condongcatur village, Depok Subdistrict, Sleman Regency, Special Region of Yogyakarta, Indonesia. Sample’s age is chosen in between 17 to 60 years old. This is assumed that they tend to take destination and route more independent rather than out of selected age range. Also, this productive oldness tends to transport intended for fulfill daily needs. It might be because better physical condition and career opportunity. This age range is classified into four groups which are 17-25 years old, 26-35 years old, 36-45 years old and 45-60 years old. Number of samples taken is 80 inhabitants

Data, then, plotting into graphs so as to determine the features of road users in relation to their adaptation to infrastructure environment. At this point, the bionomic of them can be interpreted by comparing among charts.
Andrieub, 2019; Gusnita, 2010). Concerning this, investigation slightly starts on the portrayal of selected family characteristics.

5. Results and Discussion

Families inside this particular study area have between zero to six children which is 4.5%, 14.8%, 38.6%, 18.2%, 15.9%, 4.5% and 3.4% respectively as shown in Figure 4. Whereas, Figure 5 represents the percentage of family member in range of 2 members (9.1%), 3 members (11.4%), 4 members (44.3%), 5 members (18.2%), 6 members (10.2%), 7 members (4.5%) and 8 members (2.3%). While, most of respondent ages are 46-65 years (77.3%) and the rest is at the age of 36-45 years (21.6%), 26-35 years (1.1%) as displayed in Figure 6. But there is no respondent with age interval of 17-25 years (0.0%).

Resident occupation is categorized into labor (19.3%), seller (2.3%), farmer (1.1%), private business (50.0%), house wife (4.5%), retired (8.0%), public officer (6.8%) and unemployed (8.0%) as shown in Figure 7. Whereas, most of respondents (89.8%) are coming from selected study area or, in other words, they are not moving to other cities for living. Home town of inhabitants is displayed in Figure 8. Likewise, these majority samples have relatives who are living in the same area (75.0%) as shown in Figure 9.
Fig. 9 Percentage of respondent native living

Distribution type of sources for primary commodity that respondents usually visit are traditional market (17.8%), modern market (20.1%), home market (21.1%), self-service market (20.4%), supermarket (20.1%) and others (0.5%) as revealed in Figure 10. This distribution, which is almost comparable for all market, may occur because they are located close to the village although respondents confront with higher dense traffic. Yet, regarding to Figure 11, home market is the most place visited by locals (18.9%) for every day shopping following by traditional market (2.8%), self-service market (2.3%), super market (0.3%) and other (0.3%). But, in unplanned schedule scale, modern market is the most visited by residents (19.9%) continued by supermarket (18.6%), self-service market (15.9%), traditional market (14.6%) and home market (2.0%).

Opposing phenomena between home market which is most visited daily and modern market which is visited without day (Figure 10 and Figure 11) shows that there is a kind of obstacle that probably tends to reduce people’s ability to reach them. This is in line with the presumptively stated in Figure 3 that road networks have a tendency to be such as barrier for users.

Fig. 10 Source for primary commodity

Ensuing, travelling purpose is dominated finding food (21.5%) at around 12.00 p.m. that is followed by work reason (9.8%) at around 06.00 a.m. and recreation (0.8%) at about 06.00 a.m. as revealed in Figure 13. This diagram clearly shows distribution pattern of resident movement versus time to do such things. Shortly, there is three critical periodic time which is 06.00-07.00 a.m., 12.00-13.00 p.m. and 18.00-19.00 a.m. local time.

Similar way, regarding to Figure 14, there is evidence that walking at the period of 12.00-13.00 p.m. is the highest proportion (17.5%) following by the same mode of transport at 18.00-19.00 p.m. (15.3%). The second biggest favorite mode is motor cycle (8.5%) at 07.00-08.00 a.m. It can be questioned why they prefer to choose these two modes of transport in their routine activities even so better means of carriage is basically available. It perhaps occurs in respond to the condition of worsen traffic situation and degraded performance of infrastructure. Although it might more than one motive, then again, there is mark that local road users obviously adapt their environment and adjust their behavior.
It can be clearly construed from Figure 13 and Figure 14 that respondents tend to have both similar pattern of travelling purposes for activities and similar pattern mode for moving if we look it deeper related to time which is 06.00-07.00, 12.00-13.00 and 18.00-19.00 local time. Combining data collected above, it can be summarized that road users have bionomic characteristic as an outcome of adaptation to their environment that form unique behavior.

6. Conclusion

Finally, the bionomic pattern of road users of selected population in this study shows that they prefer to use simple mode vehicle to transport such as motor bike and walking. Also, this is taken in favorite of time at 06.00-07.00, 12.00-13.00 and 18.00-19.00 local time. Moreover, these choices are preferred to be taken as a response to higher dense of traffic population and worsen road network system. Therefore, most of them favor home market to fulfill their need for primary goods rather than other market.

As a suggestion, it would be wise for planning if it considers potential effect not only to traffic but also regular road users need including goods supply, proper access and facilities for unmotorized vehicle (Putra, 2021).
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